2015+

Transit Running Boards
Tools you will need:

Open the bracket kit and inspect what is included. The Main Brackets are
marked with labels as to their positions on the vehicle, including the
distance measured rearward from the wheel well edge (see yellow arrow
in photo below). Also find the Horizontal Brackets and the fastener bag.
Inside it you will find the Flange Bolts & Nuts, Square Head Bolts, and
the Self Tapping Screws and washers. Also included are 2 special bolts
that have red painted heads; one for each side.

Passenger side bracket set

Driver side bracket set
Stiffener
bar

Drill with 3/16” bit
Impact driver
1/2” socket
1/2” open end wrench
3/8” socket
Hand ratchet & short extension
Optional: Watch our installation
video on YouTube

Upright tabs

Stiffener bar

Stiffener bar

Upright tab

Main brackets
Main brackets
Main brackets
Horizontal brackets

Horizontal brackets

Horizontal brackets
Using the photo at right as your guide, begin by
measuring back from the fender edge highlighted
by the yellow arrow. Take a grease pencil or
masking tape strips and mark the back side of the
pinchweld (the lower lip) at these locations. Your
main brackets will be centered on these marks. The
brackets have labels on each of them to show their
proper locations. Here, the passenger side is shown
with the required 4 brackets. The driver side has a
short running board and therefore uses only the
first 2 brackets which use the same measurements.
Note: if you purchased the short/short running
board kit, the passenger side will also be using only
the first 2 brackets.

PASSENGER SIDE

73.5”

48”

23.5” 9.5”

Pinch weld

Underside of step well
Upright tab

Rocker panel
At the first bracket location on
the Passenger side, mark one
of the holes in the pinch weld
(lower metal lip) with a
grease pencil or felt marker
(see photo). Carefully pre-drill
this mark with a 3/16’ drill bit. Then install a #14 sheet metal screw
and tighten. Then drill the other hole and install another screw in the
pinch weld. Hint: Putting a dot of grease on the sheet metal screw
will make it thread in easier.
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Pinch weld

Main bracket #1

This is the rear view of the passenger side front bracket. There are 4 holes on the
bracket where it rests against the rocker panel (green circle). We chose to use 2
diagonal holes for our self-tapping screws, but you can use any two holes you wish.
You do not need to pre-drill these holes because the metal is thinner here and the self
tapping screws will go right in using a impact tool. Next, loosely bolt an upright tab
to the main bracket and screw it to the underside of the step well using 2 self tapping
screws with washers. No need to pre drill these two holes either. Then tighten the
upright tab’s 2 bolts and nuts.

Bracket 2

Bracket 2
Locate Main Bracket #2 for the
passenger side and install it using the
same procedure as Main Bracket #1,
according to the measurement on the

Loosely bolt the Upright Tab to the Main
Bracket. Then, using self-tapping screws
with washers, mount the Upright Tab to
the underside of the step well as shown,
then tighten the nuts & bolts.

Locate this existing
hole on the underside
of the frame rail (see
photo). Install the
angle bracket as shown using one of the supplied bolts with the
red head.

Bracket 4
Stiffener bar
One screw on
this upright tab.
Bracket 3

Bracket 2
Attach the stiffener bar as shown in the photo and Bracket #2 is
complete. This view is from the front looking rearward.

Install Main Brackets 3&4 as shown in the above photo. Bracket # 4 gets a
stiffener bar (similar to Bracket #2) as shown in the following step.
Note the holes marked with the RED
arrows in the adjacent photo. These
are the holes you will use to mount
the horizontal bracket to the main
bracket The holes marked with the
GREEN arrows are where the
running board attaches.

Crossmember

Bracket 4
Attach the stiffener bar to Bracket 4, Then pre-drill the
crossmember with the 3/16” drill and install 2 self
tapping screws.

Next, mount the Horizontal Brackets to the front and rear main brackets and hand tighten only. Then slide the Square Head bolts into the grooves on the
underside of the running board. 4 bolts per groove for the long running board, 2 bolts per groove on the short running board. ( We used blue masking
tape to keep the bolts from sliding out of the grooves while handling the running board). Then flip the running board over and mount it to the horizontal
brackets, and hand tighten the nuts. Next, slide the front of the running board up into position, then do the same with the rear. It will take some up-anddown adjusting to get the running board to look level and centered to the Transit’s body. The flexible backsplash of the running board should gently
contact the body of the van. Once you are satisfied with the appearance, tighten the horizontal brackets to the main brackets. Then, while standing, look
straight downward at the running board and adjust it in-and-out to the body and tighten the nuts on the underside of the running board. You can then
easily add the remaining horizontal brackets once all of the adjusting is done. Now double-check all of your fasteners and the passenger side is finished.
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9.5”

23.5”

On the driver's side, the main brackets are again positioned using the front edge of the fender lip as your reference point (see yellow
arrow). Measure back from this point and mark the back of the pinchweld using the measurements on the labels on each main bracket. Each
main bracket is centered at his location. Mark one of the holes, drill the pinchweld and install one self tapping screw, then repeat with the
2nd hole. Install 2 self tapping screws into the rocker panel like you did on the passenger side without pre drilling Next, loosely bolt an
upright tab to the main bracket and screw it to the underside of the step well using 2 self tapping screws with washers. No need to pre drill
these two holes either. Then tighten the upright tab’s 2 bolts and nuts.

Angle bracket

Stiffen

er bar

Locate the hole in the frame rail (red arrow) in the photo above. This hole is not threaded and requires the use of the red headed bolt in
the hardware bag. This is a special “thread-forming” bolt. Install the angle bracket and the red headed bolt using a 1/2” (or
13MM) socket on a ratchet wrench by hand. Now completely mount Main Bracket #2. Note that Bracket #2 is different that the other
brackets whereas it is notched to go around air conditioning pipes that may be present (green circle). Once Bracket #2 is mounted, add the
stiffener bar as in the above photo, and tighten fully.

Loosely bolt the horizontal brackets to the main brackets, and let them hang. Then slide two square
head bolts into each of the grooves on the underside of the short running board, flip over and set
onto the horizontal brackets. Thread the nuts onto the underside of the horizontal brackets finger tight. Rotate the running board up into place and eyeball
everything from a few angles until you are satisfied with the look and then tighten all fasteners fully. Double check your fasteners on both running boards
and you're done.
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